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Camel Caucus
Survey finds that 98.2% of students polled
are registered to vote
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CAMELS COUNT Though. they won', be pulling 'he levers, the electoral map (above) shows where students will be casting
their absentee ballots
BEN EAGLE '09
editor-in-chief
I'
In 2004, MTV launched a campaign
called Rock the Vote. It featured
prominent and informed celebrities
like Paris HiLtonand Sean Combs aka
Puff Daddy. These "pundits" encour-
aged students to not only vote, but to
shake up that vote. When election day
2004 rolled around, Rock the Vote did
not shake up anything: onLy4l.9% of
students voted and even Ms. Hilton
forgot to place her ballot.
November 4, 2008 looks like it will
be different. Motivated by a war, a
sinking economy, and unprecedent-
ed registration efforts, students will
likely be storming the polls in record
numbers. Rock the Vote itself has
already registered 2.4 million young
voters, up from the 1.4 million it reg-
istered in 2004.
A microcosm of this nation-wide
trend can be seen here at Connecti-
cut College. In a poll conducted last
week, the College Voice found that
of the 172 students polled, only three
were not registered. For many of
these voters, it will be their first time
participating in the presidential elec-
toral process. "I'm eager to vote," one
student said, "because the direction-s
this country needs to change."
But where wilL all these newly en-
franchised voters vote? Of those
polled, 74 were registered within Con-
necticut. While many were residents
of the Nutmeg State, several were not.
"Writing something on a piece of pa-
per doesn't do it for me," one student
who used 270 Mohegan Ave. as their
residency said. "I want to actually
pull the Lever."
For those that don't place as much
weight on the tangible aspects of the
voting process there is the absentee
ballot. Of those surveyed, 98 had
filled out absentee ballots from vari-
ous states. While many were from the
blue states that surround Connecticut
College (Massachusetts, New York,
and New Jersey), the Voice was sur-
prised to find a wealth of absentee
balloters submitting to crucial swing
states. Six students had already sub-
mitted ballots to Pennsylvania, and
students had or were in the process of
submitting ballots to Ohio, Colorado,
Florida, and Missouri all of which are
considered swing states. "I'd rather
vote in Florida than Connecticut,"
one student said, "because Florida is
a swing state."
One issue many have with young,
newly registered voters is whether
they will actually show up on Elec-
tion Day. Those who have submit-
ted absentee balLotsmay have already
proved the skeptics wrong, but for
those registered in Connecticut the
jury is still out. While the Voice may
have only polled 74 students regis-
tered in Connecticut, according to
SEE STUDENTS VOTE
continued on page five
Alcohol
Abuse on
Campus: Is
It Really A
Problem?
SARAH KOSOFSKY '12
staff writer
Connecticut College, some would
say, is undergoing a change in its at-
mosphere, and definitely one that is
not for the better. For a while now
this year, the student body has been
reminded of the alcohol abuse on cam-
pus, whether it be from the "A Com-
munity Conversation: Alcohol, Honor
Code & Self-Governance" talks with
our dorms, or the posters seen around
campus picturing a drunk on all fours
that says, "don't be that guy." It is
clear that there is a problem, but peo-
ple who were not here last year would
have no idea how much has changed.
Last fall semester, there were a to-
tal of thirteen hospital transports that
were related to aLcohol. This semes-
ter, to date, there have been a total
of twenty alcohol-related transports.
The semester still has quite a few of
weeks to go before winter break, leav-
ing plenty of opportunities for this
number to rise.
The number of alcohol-related trans-
ports have increased, but this is only
one indicator of the growing amount
of alcohol abuse on campus, CC Cur-
tiss, the Director of Student Wellness,
says. CC Curtiss believes that alco-
hol abuse is a problem that the college
needs to continue to address. "There
are many factors that contribute to
the social climate here, transports
are only one indicator of excess con-
sumption and the increase can not be
attributed to one specific factor. As a
community we must come together to
challenge misguided beliefs and per-
ceptions around alcohol. It is evident
to me that we must continue to chal-
SEE HOSPITAL TRANSPORTS
continued on page four
Tom Hogarty, Director of Campus Safety Steps Down
dents were not his reason for leaving,
"I am stepping down for personal rea-
sons. There are simply some things I
want to accomplish."
He continued, "I have completely
enjoyed my time here at Connecticut
College. The faculty, staff and stu-
dents welcomed me and helped me
navigate through so much over the
past year. Yes, there have been chal-
Lenges,but every time I got the chance
to spend time with the students here I
was energized and encouraged."
Hogarty took great interest in stu-
dents during his time at Conn. He often
frequented SGA assembly meetings
and asked if there were any student
CLAIRE GOULD '10
managing editor
On October 27, Ulysses Hammond,
Vice President for Administration,
sent a campus-wide email stating that
"Tom Hogarty, the Director of Cam-
pus Safety, has decided to step down
for personal reasons effective Novem-
ber 15, 2008."
Many students were shocked. Hoga-
rty joined the campus community less
than a year ago, and his predecessor
left after only a few months. This fact
has caused many students to wonder,
"Are Conn students really that uncon-
trollable?"
However, Hogarty assured that stu-
SEE TOM HOGARTY
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Letter From The Editor
Does it have to end?
Tomorrow, millions of citizens will
cast their ballot for president of the
United States. For many, this is a new
beginning; a chance to let America
know what direction they want the
red, white, and blue to go in during
the next four years. But for me, this
will be the end of the most interesting
campaign ever.
Of course, several precedents were
set during this election season. If
either candidate wins, it will mark
a first Barack Obama would be the
first black American ever elected to
the presidency and John McCain, if
elected, would be the oldest first term
president in history. And let's not
forget the women. Sarah Palin is not
only the second female vice-presiden-
tial candidate in history, she is also the
first candidate ever criticized for how
expensive her wardrobe is. And Hi-
lary. No other woman in history has
come as close as she did to becoming
a major party candidate for president.
She forced America to ask itself a
very uncomfortable question (is sex-
ism more divisive than racism?) and
she brought us the Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pantsuit.
The characters outside the two-par-
ty system have been just as interest-
ing. Six months from now we may
forget Joe the Plumber. But those of
us who have been following closely
will remember the surprise we ex-
perienced when we learned that Joe
wasn't a symbol; he was an actual
person. If Joe's rumored record deal
comes through, maybe we won't for-
get about him.
Or how about Jeremiah Wright?
Many (the McCain campaign exclud-
ed) have forgotten about Obama's
former pastor. In March 2008, ABC
News published excerpts from some
of Pastor Wright's sermons. Wright
decried the government's crimes
against people of color, and said "God
damn America" for its racism and "for
killing innocent people."
For many candidates, an association
with such a pastor would be the end of
their political career. Not for Obama.
He went on to make the "AMore Per-
fect Union" speech. A speech where
he connected his multicultural back-
ground to the American motto: E
pluribus unum, or out of many comes
one. He described the sentiments ex-
pressed by Pastor Wright as indica-
tive of "a racial stalemate [American
has] been stuck in for years," and he
urged all Americans to come together
to solve the problems that affect all of
us. In reference to the speech, Chris
Matthews of MSNBC said "many
of us think [it] is one of the greatest
speeches inAmerican history, and we
watch a lot of them."
There have been the associations
with terrorists abroad (AI Qaeda's
backing of John McCain) and do-
mestically (Obama's early ties with
William Ayers, a prominent member
of the Weather Underground). There
have been the rumors of assassination
attempts, and the rumors of cancer
scares. There have been the'Robo-
calls, and the incessant e-mails from
David Plouffe.
But even if we forget all the Wiki-
pedia fodder that this 2008 election
has given us, we cannot forget how
monumental this election is. The
worldwide economy is crumbling, our
energy supplies are dwindling, and af-
ter finishing one war, we seem to be
on the verge of another. Whoever you
vote for, know that nothing will ever
be the same again.
-Ben
Agree? Disagree?
Let us know what you think. E-
mail Opinion pieces or Leters to
the Editor to ccvoice@conncoll.
edu.
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Environmental Audit
Comes To Connecticut
College
Audit will determine how college can
reduce its environmental impact
Feminist Majority Hosts
Annual Sex Toy Workshop
MADELEINE IGNON '09
contributing writer
Sexual health educator, foot fetish
model, Gynecological Teaching As-
sistant, and former employee at (now
closed) feminist sex toy shop Miko,
Megan Andelloux is nothing short of
a sex goddess. For the past five years,
she has graced our campus with her
extraordinarily empowered and sassy
presence, entertaining and educating
the students of Conn about sexual
anatomy and the proper ways to inter-
act with your partner's genitals, safe
and fun sex toys, methods of mastur-
bation, and the many varieties (and
flavors) of lube (including cappuc-
cino, for those of us who enjoy early
morning romping ...)
Each year she has arrived to give
the workshop (at an increasingly
packed Coffee Grounds) carting with
her a sizable suitcase full of dildos,
strap-ons, vibrators, lubes, cock rings,
butt plugs, nipple stimulator balm,
whips-any sex toy or bedroom ac-
cessory an active imagination can
conjure. On Wednesday night it took
her nearly half an hour to put all of the
toys out on the table.
After explaining what she does and
how she came to be a certified sex-
ologist, Megan began carefully going
through each toy, explaining whether
or not it was made of a safe materi-
al (stay away from toys softened by
phthalates and don't use silicone lube
with silicone toys), the best ways to
use it, what lubes to use with which,
and other basic do's and don'ts re-
garding sexual adventures.
There's the Hitachi Magic Wand
(an old school plug-in that has cul-
tivated a loyal fan base for the past
25 years), the Rabbit, the Red Zinger
(perhaps the most powerful vibrator),
the Beaver, the Pandora, and all kinds
of silicone and water based lubes-
some that heat up, some that change
consistency, and some that taste like
blueberry cheesecake. For those of
Students speak with representatives from Woodard & Curran, the group conducting the
environmental baseline audit. Photo courtesy of Mike Seager.
MIKE SEAGER '09
contributing writer
Environmental consultants visited
campus last week to compile infor-
mation for a baseline audit that will
measure how sustainable Connecticut
College is as an institution.
"We need to find out where we are,
and what pieces we need," said Amy
Cabaniss, the campus sustainability
coordinator. For example, "we're not
just looking at bringing renewable en-
ergy to campus, but were looking at
all our inefficiencies in regard to en-
ergy conservation, production, recy-
cling etcetera. The best way to do this
is to find a way to tell us where we
are so we know where to go." This is
exactly the goal of the environmental
audit.
From Wednesday Oct. 29 through
Friday Oct. 31, a team of six consul-
tants from the integrated engineering,
science, and operations consulting
company, Woodard & Curran, met
with key members of the college's
faculty, staff and student population.
The consultants hoped to gain an un-
derstanding of how this school has
attempted to become a more sustain-
able institution, and what these groups
would like to see happen in the future
to reduce this college's environmental
impact.
According to Jason Eisenhuth, one
of the six consultants from Woodard
& Curran who visited, the audit will
draw from qualitative and quantita-
tive data in order to make recommen-
dations about how the school could
reduce waste, increase efficiency and
bring renewable energy production to
campus. Eisenhuth said that over the
past month, the school's faculty and
staff have assembled all the necessary
quantitative data for the audit. Sopho-
more Emily Conrad arranged a work-
study position to assist in the data col-
lection process and among other jobs,
she entered all of the collected data
into a computer matrix that the con-
sulting firm created.
During this past week's consultation
session, Eisenhuth was put in charge
of gathering data for the following
fields: Water, Hazardous Waste and
Pest Control. In order to get an idea
of how the school deals with these
topics, Eisenhuth had meetings with
people from physical plant, grounds
keeping, the custodial department,
building environmental representa-
tives and others.
"In our meetings, we try to tum up all
the important information," Eisenhuth
said. "We already have the hard data,
now its about finding the qualitative
info, finding what the past successes
have been and getting to the root of
What some of the current issues are
that have impeded progress towards a
more sustainable institution."
The other areas that the consultants
looked at were greenhouse gas emis-
sions, workplace, transportation, cur-
riculum, sourcing and purchasing, sol-
id waste and recycling, food services,
planning and growth, energy, green
building and management systems.
The consultants also set aside time
to meet with some of the student envi-
ronmental activists on campus. In two
lunches on Oct. 29 and 30, the consul-
tants heard from the presidents of the
Renewable Energy Club, SPROUT,
SAVE, Spokespeople and other stu-
dents who have involved themselves
with environmental projects at this
school.
Eisenhuth was pleased with how
well the meetings with the students
went and how eager they were to par-
ticipate.
"We got the perspective of some-
body who actually lives on campus
and learned about how some of the
student led programs have worked
here," he said.
Woodard & Curran expects to have
a first draft of the audit ready by the
end of November. The school admin-
istration and Environmental Modeling
Conunittee (EMC) will have a chance
to look over the report and return it to
the consulting group with any ques-
tions or comments. The final report,
complete with a list of short term and
long term recommendations for steps
the school could take to make it a
more sustainable institution is expect-
ed about 6 weeks after that.
"You'll have a solid understanding
of what the impacts are here," Eisen-
huth said. You'll know what the quan-
tity of water used on campus here is,
the amount of waste on campus and
efficiency of disposal, as well as ob-
servations of program highlights, past
successes and recommendations to
help improve them in the future."
According to Economics Depart-
ment Head Candace Howes, the EMC
first began discussing the need for a
comprehensive sustainability audit in
March of 2006.
"Right after we got the results back
from the wind feasibility study in
2006, we sat down to talk about what
the next possible focus and realized
we didn't really have the expertise
at the table to decide what to next,"
Howes said.
According to Howes, once the
EMC began speaking with the ad-
ministration about the idea of doing
a sustainability baseline audit, it was
decided that the administration, under
guidance from vice president Ulysses
SEE BASELINE AUDIT
continued on page four
you who didn't attend, here are some
tips she gave attendees: don't buy
lube at a drugstore; brands like K-Y
Jelly are made from glycerin, which
is essentially sugar, which yeast feeds
on and leads to a yeast infection.
There are a lot of don'ts to keep your
body healthy sexually, but also a lot of
fun things to try, like finding your G
Spot, the ever-elusive A Spot, or An-
terior Fornix Erogenous Zone, which
is slightly farther up but well worth
locating, and, for males, the prostate
gland, or P Spot. She pointed out the
spots on her pelvic models Fannie and
Freddie, explained how to reach them,
and what to do once you're there.
The male and female sexual organs
"Her approach to sex is
what makes the workshops
so enjoyable and informative.
You laugh while you learn,
fondle while you figure out."
can be complicated and intimidating,
but talking about them and talking
about sex can be accessible, as Me-
gan made clear on Wednesday night.
Her approach to sex is what makes
the workshops so enjoyable and in-
formative. You laugh while you learn,
fondle while you figure out.
I personally always enjoy hearing
about the plethora of safe sex toys
available at feminist sex toy shops (as
opposed to conventional sex shops,
which don't offer much in the way of
personal customer service, sell toys
made of toxic materials, and tend to be
on the sketchy side), but the best part
of the workshops is being encouraged
to understand your body and what it is
capable of. Megan wholeheartedly en-
courages sexual exploration, whether
that includes a partner or not, and
wants people to know what is safe to
use. She believes sex is good for your
mind, your body, and your emotional
health, and has the information and
artillery to prove it.
Charles Chu, Emeritus
Professor Of Chinese, Dies At
90
CLAIRE GOULD '10
managing editor
On October 30, Charles Chu, a mas-
ter painter, calligrapher, scholar and
Connecticut College emeritus profes-
sor of Chinese, passed away at the age
of 90.
Chu established and directed the
Chinese program at Connecticut Col-
lege when he was hired in 1965. He
taught Chinese language, literature,
and the history of Chinese painting
until his retirement in 1984. Because
of his leadership, Conn was one of the
first liberal arts colleges in the US to
offer majors in Cbinese language and
literature.
His students cousidered him as a
very devoted teacher who demanded
excellence from them. His home,
which was adjaceut to the campus on
Williams Street, was always open to
/ ..
"
students.
After his retirement, Chu sustained
a close connection with Connecticut
College. Chu and New London at-
torney Hughes Griffis established
the Chu-Griffis Asian Art Collection,
which is housed in Shain Library's
special collections. It features callig-
raphy, Chinese paintings and Japanese
prints with emphasis on landscapes,
birds, flowers and animals. During
this time, Chu devoted time to collect-
ing pieces for the collection.
Chu was also a master painter and
calligrapher. After his retirement from
Connecticut College, he devoted him-
self to his art, and was known for
sweeping watercolors and popular
public demonstrations of calligraphy
and brush painting.
For his "exhilarating and lasting ef-
fect" on life at Conn, Chu was award-
ed the Connecticut College Medal -
the highest honor the College bestows
- in 1996.
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Hammond, would complete a utility
inventory master plan study, renew-
able energy study and energy conser-
vation study. It would be the EMC's
responsibility to take over the process
of doing the baseline audit. The EMC
formed a subcommittee to address the
sustainability audit, and decided to
ask for funding from the school bud-
get in order to bring in a third-party
consulting firm.
The EMC asked Robert Brooks, the
Dean of Faculty, to sponsor their re-
quest in 2006 for a $33,000 commit-
ment in the following year's budget
to cover costs of hiring the consulting
firm. This funding was granted to the
EMC in 2007. The subcommittee had
planned to receive a $14,000 donation
from an alumna to cover the rest of
the cost to bring Woodard & Curran
on board. However, when this dona-
tion fell through, President Leo Hig-
don Jr. covered the difference using
his discretionary fund.
"It's been a verbal and financial
commitment," Cabaniss said. "It lines
up with our strategic priorities, which
recently have made environmental
sustainability a core college value in
writing. It's institutionalizing the cul-
ture of sustainability."
President Higdon became a Charter
Signatory of the American College
and University Presidents Climate
Commitment in 2007. According to
the press release on the Connecticut
College website, the Climate Com-
mitment is a "nationwide effort for
campuses to reduce greenhouse gas
(GHG) emissions [that] recognizes
the role America's higher education
institutions can, and should, play in
decreasing contribution to global
warming."
The sustainability baseline audit
will provide the foundation and nec-
essary information to the school in
order for it to launch a campaign to
meet the goals of the President's Cli-
mate Commitment, while also provid-
ing useful suggestions about how the
school should go about making itself
a more sustainable institution.
Journalists Take Pulse Of Muslims And
Arabs In The Nation
Muslim journalists speak about Islam in the US
and the upcoming election
JUSTIN O'SHEA '10 & CLAIRE
GOULD '10
copy editor & managing editor
On Wednesday, October 29, at 5 PM
in the 1941 Room, Raghida Dergham,
a Senior Diplomatic Correspondent
for al-Hayat and a political analyst
for NBC, MSBC, and LBC; and Asra
Nomani, a Wall Street Journal Re-
porter and author of Standing Alone
in Mecca, were brought to Conn by
Professor Sufia Uddin and the Center
for the Comparative Study of Race &
Ethnicity to discuss Islam in the US,
as well as the upcoming election.
During the current campaign trail,
there has been frequent debate over
whether Barack Obama is Muslim
because he attended a Muslim school
in Jakarta, Indonesia. In one video
clip shown at the talk, a McCain sup-
porter referred to Obama as an Arab,
to which McCain replied that he was
not, and he was in fact "a family man
and a decent human being". Some
may infer from that statement that
McCain believes that Arabs are not
decent human beings; however, ac-
cording to Dergham, McCain was just
caught off-guard. She believes that to
re,move the negative aura of his sup-
porter's comment, he mistakenly im-
plied this fact, and should not be criti-
cized for it.
Another clip featured McCain sup-
porters at a rally affirming that Barack
Obama was both a Muslim as well as a
communist. One supporter handed out
bumper stickers insisting on this fact.
An official McCain campaign rep-
resentative quickly condemned this,
and declared that this opinion was not
endorsed by the McCain campaign.
However, this still sheds unwarranted
negative light on this candidate, as
a result of his radically opinionated
supporters.
After these two clips were shown,
Dergham and Nomani began to ex-
plore a central aspect of the talk: why
does Islam as a religion have such a
negative connotation?
They showed a video clip of a Mus-
lim woman who was removed from
camera range during an Obama rally
by campaign volunteers, seemingly
because she was wearing a hijab, a
Muslim head covering. The guest
speakers also discussed how Obama
has seemed to abandon his middle
name (Hussein) because of the unfor-
tunate connotations that occur along
with it: Saddam Hussein, and radical
Islamic terrorism.
Both campaigns have not particular-
ly showed Islam or Arabs in a positive
light. However this is largely because
of the widespread negative view of Is-
lam and Arabs in the US, (as well as
grouping the two together), and is not
necessarily either campaigner's fault.
McCain unintentionally responded to
his supporter with a comment clear-
ly unfavorable towards Arabs, and
Obama is seemingly trying to distance
himself from Islam as much as pos-
sible. Dergham and Nomani felt it is
unfortunate that in order to be elected,
he feels this detachment from Islam is
necessary. In a post-9/11 world, they
feel it's regrettable that such ques-
tions regarding religious and racial
associations must be asked, and that
Americans continue to judge all Mus-
lims and Arabs based on the "radical"
few.
Spring Break 2008
Travel Free
Free Meals/ Drinks
Book before Nov. 1
Hottest destinations
www.sunsplashtours.com
1-800-426-7710
Student Volunteers At Wildlife Sanctuary
In Africa
Hospital
Transports
continued from page one
lenge students in taking responsibility
for their choices and the consequenc-
es that ensue. All the while we must
continue to support those who chose
not to drink and those who are making
responsible choices," she says.
The effect of the Honor Code and
self-governance meetings on the alco-
{(The effect of the Honor
Code and self-governance
meetings on the alcohol
abuse on campus appears to
have been slight, although
the meetings did allow stu-
dents to tell their dormmates
about how they felt."
hoi abuse on campus appears to have
been slight, although the meetings did
allow students to tell their dorrnmates
about how they felt. There is an op-
tional follow-up discussion, titled "A
Community Conversation, Part II:
Alcohol, Honor Code & Self-Gover-
nance," to take place Friday, Novem-
ber 7, from 11:50 AM to 12:50 PM
in Blaustein 210. The meeting will
feature a report from the dorms on the
information collected during the orig-
inal meetings. There will also be an
open discussion as to what the cam-
pus will do next, in response to this
problem.
DAVE OLSEN '11
contributing writer
We all know that Conn students are
an exceptional bunch, with strong de-
sires to make positive impacts in the
world coupled with the abilities to
make these changes. But if anyone
needed any further proof, they should
look no further than sophomore Chris
Krupenye, who gave a talk last Tues-
day (presented by the Department of
Philosophy) on his experiences as a
volunteer at a wildlife sanctuary in
Cameroon, Africa.
This past spring, Krupenye re-
searched wildlife sanctuaries to vol-
unteer at and stumbled across one in
particular that caught his eye: The
Limbe Wildlife Center in Cameroon,
a country in Western and Central Af-
rica. His mind set, he asked for and re-
ceived funding from several members
of the Conn College community (in-
cluding the Department of Philosophy ,
CISLA, the Holleran Center, and the
Reardon family) and other generous
families. Then, in May, Chris boarded
a plane and soared across the ocean to
the summer job of his dreams.
Krupenye volunteered at the Limbe
Wildlife Center for three months. The
center is a safe haven for about two
hundred primates (as well as several
other species), who have been or-
phaned as a result of the illegal bush
meat trade. The bush meat trade is the
illegal hunting and trading of primates
(and several other species), many of
whom are endangered, for their meat,
the consumption of which is a sign
of status for some wealthy Africans.
The unsustainable hunting is usually
carried out by poor hunters out of
economic necessity - the reward for
one baby chimp is the equivalent of a
month's salary for many people. The
Limbe Center stands in opposition to
the trade, rehabilitating its victims and
educating the people on the wrongs of
the trade.
As a volunteer, Krupenye primar-
ily worked directly with the animals.
Whether he was bottle-feeding a baby
gorilla or providing companionship
to a lonely great ape, Krupenye was
enthralled.
"The animals take to you very quick-
ly," he says with a smile. "The word
friend seems applicable in a way that
I have never before used to describe a
relationship with a non-human."
While Krupenye developed strong
bonds with many of the animals he
cared for, several stand out to him
in particular. There was Gab, a baby
chimp who, when he was brought to
the sanctuary, was paralyzed in all
of his limbs by a bullet to the spine
which he suffered during the attack
that claimed his mother's life. Amaz-
ingly, he managed to recover signifi-
cant mobility. Krupenye remembers
that when Gab was moved to an older
age group, he was picked on relent-
lessly for his weak legs. In time, he
was able to adjust.
There was also Emma, a female go-
rilla who developed quite an interest
in Krupenye after she became in heat.
Or Chella, an adult gorilla who was
found in the trunk of a hunter's car,
clutching the body of his dead mother.
Or Asha the owl, who despite being
blind in one eye was trained to fly for
food.
Of course, there were risks involved
with Krupenye's journey: parasites,
malaria, crime, and corruption among
police officials. But for him, these
risks were secondary and did not in-
terfere with his pursuit of his dreams.
"I love animals," Krupenye ex-
plains. "They can think, feel, and suf-
fer just like we can."
In the future, Krupenye desires to
continue working with animals, and
one day he would like to visit the cen-
ter again. "Sometimes I miss Limbe so
much that it hurts my soul," he says.
Krupenye also says with palpable au-
thenticity, "My life has been changed
as a result of my time in Africa and
I would not give it up for anything."
Everyone present could immediately
see the truth in these words, and this
future conservatiOnist will surely
change many other people's lives
through his work.
•
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Student Vote
continued from page one
the CC Derns there are 630 students
registered in New London. To get
those students to the polls, CC Dems
and OVCS will be providing rides to
the polling place, New London High
School (490 Jefferson Ave.) all day.
a...according to the CC
Dems there are 630 students
registered in New London."
While many pundits decry the apa-
thy of younger voters, that alone may
not be the only reason students are
not voting. According to reports in
Time Magazine, some precincts will
be unable to accommodate the influx
of voters while others will attempt
to tum them away. According to a
1979 Supreme Court ru)ing, students
have the right to vote where they at-
tend college. But as the Time article
outlines, "local officials often make
students travel a rocky road." Some
precincts have informed students that
voting where they go to college will
strip them of their status as a depen-
dent on their parent's tax return and
might be in danger of losing tuition
scholarships. All of these reports are
false.
Though New London County has
not gone to such mendacious lengths,
there are items students must bring
to the polls if they do not want to be
turned away. In addition to a valid
form of ID, students must bring a
piece of mail that confirms their resi-
dency is 270 Mohegan Ave.
/
Tom
Hogarty
continued from page one
concerns about Campus Safety. Dur-
ing these meetings, he would answer
student questions and concerns rang-
ing from the write-up policy, noise
complaints, parking violations, back-
pack policy, ConnectEd, and Campus
Safety's right to search rooms. In the
middle of October, he began working
with the SGA to organize "Director of
Campus Safety office hours" where
any student could meet with him and
discuss their concerns.
Students appreciated his efforts to
reach out to students. Randy Love-
lace ' 11 remarked, "Quite a few stu-
dents I know have had issues related to
Campus Safety, and they've emailed
or called Tom Hogarty and gotten re-
sponses back very quickly. They've
also had the opportunity to meet with
Tom to discuss these issues. It works
out great."
In addition to hearing student con-
cerns, Hogarty also initiated many
changes in Campus Safety as a de-
partment, starting with summer train-
ing on customer service and team
building. He believed that "customer
service should be number one for all
Campus Safety officers." He also ini-
tiated Campus Safety's new bike pa-
trol.
Hogarty reveals that during his time
at Conn he has "come to understand
just how seriously the Campus Safety
officers take their responsibilities. I
know that every officer sees them-
selves as someone who is here to
contribute to the overall education of
every student. These men and women
play so many roles in the lives ·of the
students. The officers are concerned
for the well-being and safety of every
member of the community and I can
not say enough to do justice to how
hard they work to carry out their du-
ties. "
He adds, "1 think we have made
some significant progress at improv-
ing the relationship between Campus
Safety and the community, which
would not have been possible without
the support of the entire community."
- I
Police Blotter
Brought To You By i-Board
WEEK OF OCTOBER 20-26
Wednesday
12:48a Room Host
12:48a Drug PIU
12:48a Smoking
Friday
I:50a Mutual Respect
4:02p Theft
10:23p Open Container
1O:23p Mutual Respect
Saturday
12:38a Room Host C
12:38a Capacity C
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J-Board saw four students this
week. Of the four, all were found
responsible for at least one viola-
tion.
KEY
Sunday
2:22a Hospital Transport
N 2:25a Illegal Keg
N 2:25a Underage PIU
N 2:25a Mutual Respect
3:05a Smoking
3:05a Underage PIU
N 3:05a Fire Safety
AC 4:03a Room Host
C 4:03a Drug PIU (4)
C 4:03a Smoking (4)
CDUC: Creating Dangerous and/or
Unhealthy Conditions
P/U: Possession and/or Use
Total:
20 Alcohol Related Incidents
5 Drug Related Incidents
10 Host Related Incidents
IHospital Transport
PNG: Persona non grata: an indi-
vidual is no longer allowed to return
to Conn College.
DUl: Driving under the influence
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VOTING IN NEW LONDON:
6:00am - 8:00pm
New London High School
490 Jefferson Ave
: OVCS will provide ~
:rides every half hour'
~from 8AM-8PM from:
: Cro '
Planned Parenthood Campus Interns Say:
Vote No On Question One!
REBECCA SAXON '09
contributor
InNovember, vote NO to question
I on the Connecticut ballot asking if
there should be a constitutional con-
vention. This convention would take
away rights, not add them, and give
lobbyists and special interest groups a
direct way to alter Connecticut's con-
stitution.
State legislators appoint delegates
to the convention, and these delegates
can propose anything they want to
add or be taken out of the constitu-
tion. Not only does this put our rights
up for grabs, but it would take a year
of the state legislature's time to plan
and carry out the convention. Instead
of having a productive session in the
Connecticut General Assembly, they
would spend time and taxpayer mon-
ey letting people we did not elect play
with our rights.
No matter what you believe in, no-
body but the delegates at the conven-
tion have a say over what is proposed
and passed. The biggest proponents
of the convention are the Family In-
stitute of Connecticut, which opposes
marriage equality for same sex cou-
ples and reproductive choice. Having
this convention would allow a special
interest group like the Family Institute
to directly impact our rights.
While progressive campaigns
like Barack Obama's Campaign for
Change are trying to take special in-
terest groups out of the government,
a Constitutional Convention would
invite these groups right into our gov-
ernment to alter the constitution as
they like.
Vote NO to the Constitutional
Convention and allow our elected of-
ficials and the people of Connecticut
to remain in control of our rights.
BRING:
1) Proof of residency at Conn, that includes your name and
270 Mohegan Ave, e.g. a postmarked letter sent to your Conn
mailbox from an outside address.
2) Valid ID (driver's license or passport)
DON'T BRING: campaign gear .
................................................................................................................. :
State Questions:
1. "Shall there be a Constitutional
Convention to amend or revise the
Constitution of the State?"
'2. "Shall the constitution of the state be
amended to permit any person
who will have attained the age of eighteen
years on or before the day
of a regular election to vote in the primary
for such regular election?"
Local Question:
3. "Shall the amendments to the City
Charter, proposed by the Charter
Revision Commission, and accepted by
the City Council, be approved?"
WHAT ARE THESE AMENDMENTS?
.................................................................... , .
: This would be the most significant change in city government
. since 192!. Today, there are seven at-large city councilors who
hire a city manager to be the city's day-to-day executive.
Proposed changes:
I. Directly elected full-time mayor of New London, elected
to a four-year tenn. The mayor would appoint a chief of staff,
directors of law, finance, planning and economic development,
and a director of governmental services and human resources,
who may oversee the hiring of the police and fire chiefs.
2. A similar city council of seven elected members that would
introduce legislation.
3. A referendum increasing the necessary amount of signatures
from residents to challenge actions of the council from IO to 20
percent of those who voted in the last city election.
4. A proposal transferring power to approve bonds from the
Board of Finance to the city council, leaving the board's only
role to be that of providing non-binding budget recommenda-
tions to the council.
Information provided by the New London Day
DANI MURPHY '10
contributor
As a young college-aged student, I
definitely support change, and I agree
that many aspects of our government
just aren't working right. However,
holding a constitutional convention
will not bring about the change that
we need; instead it will provide an op-
portunity for special interests to over-
take common interest and manipulate
our laws to push their own narrow,
and oftentimes extremist, agendas ..
Because of this, I am voting NO on'
Question I this election day.
What concerns me most about tbe
proposed political convention is that it
gives the lobbyists wbo represent mar-
ginal conservative interest groups tbe
chance abuse the law, insert it where
it doesn't belong, and interfere with
people's basic right to control their
own body. I don't want specially-se-
lected appointees to bave the power to
take away my reproductive freedom.
As a young woman, this proposition
worries me because it opens the door
for political operatives to further their
campaign of limiting adequate op-
tions for reproductive health care. In
states like South Dakota, Colorado,
and, California, similar measures have
been used in order to invade people's
right to privacy. Changing the Con-
stitution bas tbe potential to upend all
the protections the state of Connecti-
cut grants us and make the foundation
for state governance too vulnerable to
radicalism.
A Constitutional Convention
would threaten other safeties and
freedoms, too. The groups push-
ing for the Constitutional Conven-
tion are pushing only to further their
extremely narrow focus on banning
marriage for gay and lesbian couples
and outlawing abortion. Not only is
general voter empowerment not on
their agenda, but they do nothing to
prevent out-of-state initiatives from
having a disproportionate say.
Voters sbould say no now, while
their voices will still be heard, be-
cause if convention does occur, our
voic s on't matter at all.
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Drinking Policy Perspectives:
To The Hospital And Back Again
There are a lot of things happening
on-this campus, and though many of
them do not affect us, the changes in
the college's alcohol policies do. But
how many of us are aware of these
changes? The total lack of transpar-
ency in the way that the school cre-
ates and implements its policies is
stunning. The number of things that
the college doesn't tell the student
body ranges from parking policies to
the correct paint you need to repaint at
the end of the year (some sort of Ben-
jamin Moore Eggshell white which
can't be bought at Home Depot or '
anywhere else reasonable) to the pos-
sibility of being taken to the hospital
against your will based on the judg-
ment of a Campus Safety officer. I
plan on providing a proactive solution
to the drinking problem on campus
later in the article, but first I want to
get a couple of things off my chest.
I should start by explaining why I
have been thinking about this topic so
much. I was taken to the hospital on
October 5, 2008. I am a 22-year-old
senior at this college. Iwent to the hos-
pital once my freshman year. I wasn't
doing so hot. This year was a different
story-though numerous people I've
been forced to talk to have reminded
me it was me and only me that decid-
ed to put alcohol into my body.
To make a long story short, I fell
asleep on the toilet after a night of
drinking. I was in the bathroom down
the hall from my room and was about
to go to bed. I was awoken to the sight
of two campus safety officers telling
me that they had called an EMT and
I was going to the hospital. I was as-
sessed in the bathroom by the EMT.
He deemed me responsive, but told
me I was going to the hospital anyway
- because it is the college's policy. I
walked down the stairs and out to the
ambulance unassisted. I didn't want to
have to go through the ordeal of go-
ing to the hospital again-especially
when I didn't need it-so I stopped at
the door to the ambulance and tried to
explain myself. I was surrounded by
four campus safety officers and two
very pissed off EMTs. All of them
were screaming at me to get in the am-
bulance. I was put in a position where
I was essentially forced to board the
ambulance if I was unwilling to fight
my way out. When I got to the hos-
pital, what treatment did I receive in
exchange for all the money that I was
going to have to pay-not to men-
tion the trouble of dealing with it af-
terwards? A crappy turkey sandwich
and a cup of water, the same thing I
would've had if I'd been allowed to
go to my room.
Is the administration treating us like children? (Cartoon by Brooke Smith)
There are three major problems
here. The first is a lack of transpar-
ency and focus on the part of the ad-
ministration and campus safety. The
administration itself isn't sure what it
wants to do about the alcohol problem
on campus. It took them forever to
come up with a policy on kegs and to
get keg 10I up and running, partially
because until this year our school had
some of the most liberal drinking pol-
icies in Connecticut, and now they are
forced to find a good middle ground.
Second, although not entirely their
fault, the administration's policies are
just plain bad. The school simply can-
not have rules that allow kegs on cam-
pus that underage students attend free-
ly when it is in violation of state law.
The problem is that the school relied
on kegs in the past to keep students
occupied, and believe it or not, safe.
Now that they are gone, the school
hasn't been able to come up with an
altemative--especially one that is as
cheap for them as kegs were.
Once the school comes up with
answers to the first two problems, it
needs to TEL~ US. Indetail. The stu-
dent body doesn't know the rules and
policies that affect us, nor our rights in
relation to them. Can you tell me what
the changes have been to the back-
pack policy this year? Didn't think so.
I bet when you saw a ticket for park-
ing in faculty and staff parking over
the weekend you were surprised, too.
They changed that rule as well. The
answer you get from the gatehouse?
"Well, it's in the student handbook."
The administration knows that nobody
reads the student handbook cover to
cover at the beginning of the year. So
tell us what we need to know, and take
the responsibility off of yourselves.
Send an email with the passages that
have been changed. If people ignore
it, it's their fault. At least this way, you
are not enticing people to make mis-
takes and then punishing them for it.
The lack of formally-established,
concrete, and transparent policies
leads to a situation where individ-
ual campus safety officers must try
to carry out the rules. This leads
to the third problem: a lack of trust
between the student body, campus
safety, and, increasingly, thc ad-
ministration Campus Safety may
be acting in the best interest ofthe
school and students, but we have
all seen enough Law & Order to
know that you can't break into all
apartment to get evidence without
a warrant, It's blatantly against the
law. Students need to have rights
and know them. My sophomore
year, I was buying a pizza in Oasis
around 2 am before going to bed
when I was approached by a cam-
pus safety officer. He wanted to
go through my bag, and I refused.
Then he called the gate house for
"authorization". At this point, I
was told I would be written up if!
didn't give it over voluntarily. I de-
cided to pick my battles and throw
the alcohol in my backpack out.
Two days later he tried the same
trick again. My goal is not for cam-
pus safety to go easy on us so that
freshmen can do boat races before
the dance. If the school wants to
have stringent alcohol policies, it
can. It just needs to inform us so
that we can act accordingly.
But in the end, the facts tell
us that part of our school's ter-
rible student retention rate has to
do with the drinking culture. The
reasons for student transfer vary
from not enough alcohol, to too
much, to weekend monotony. I
struggled to come with an answer I
really thought would curb some ofthe
drinking on campus and give students
an alternative to doing shots in their
rooms, hoping they'll make it to the
dance. Then the answer came to me
in an email: KEEP HARRIS OPEN.
Think about it: a lot of comparable in-
stitutions have some sort of late-night
option where students can use their
meal plans. Keeping Harris open until
2 AM on the weekends will eliminate
one major student complaint off the
bat and allow us boasting rights to in-
coming students. In regards to alcohol
culture, there is one primary meeting
place on weekends: Cro. There are
nights when you just don't want to deal
with the Cro scene. Harris would be a
place where students could be moni-
tored and drinking would not be al-
lowed (just like Cro). There wouldn't
be any real incentive to get drunk;
people would be stuffing themselves
SEE DRINKING POLICY
continued on page nine
DONALD BUDGE '10
columnist
When I was asked to write some-
thing about the "drinking culture" at
Connecticut College I was convinced
it must have been some sort of taste-
less joke. Everyone knows that al-
cohol is a deadly poison to the body
and a plague to the mind, so naturally
no one would dare drink it. But after
hearing reports from my dear friends
over at Nichols House, I began having
some doubts. Surely the beloved of-
ficers of Campus Safety would never
lie or commit any wrongdoing, but
how could any of my fellow class-
mates choose to get on the fast lane to
sin? I assumed that the alcohol related
incidents on campus were results of
lawless hooligans visiting from other
schools without the honor code. Al-
though this is still probably the case,
I think re-addressing the drinking age
of 21 is the only clear solution to this
Drinking Age?
problem. Now I think I speak for the
majority of students on campus when
I say: it's time to re-instate prohibi-
tion.
"1 assumed that the al-
cohol related incidents
on campus were results of
lawless hooligans visiting
from other schools without
the honor code. Although
this is still probably the
case, 1think re-addressing
the drinking age of 21 is the
only clear solution to this
problem. "
Not only will there be no more drink-
ing incidents but everyone will engage
in wholesome activities like playing
checkers or watching The Office with
good friends. Drinking is absolutely
terrible; it only leads to people mak-
ing nonsencial statements while eat-
ing sub par mookies (hybrid cookies
and muffins). Why did my mom send
me a pack ofmookies, they're not that
good and I heated them up too much?
While people are drunk, they'll say
things like "Oh man Chili's sounds so
good right now. It's like the king of
delicious," they'll say. "Oh man Jim
Carrey is making another movie. It's
like Liar, Liar but not as good."
FIRGET TRAVELOCITY MAN.
THE OFFICE WASN'T EVEN THAT
GOOD I DON'T KNOW HWY
PEOPLE STAYED IN FOR IT. THE
CRO DANCE WAS SUPER LAME.
THERE WERE LIKE 5 PEOPLE
DANCIN.G AND OASIS WAS OUT
OF ABABANANA BREAD AND
1M REALLY HUNGRY. WHY ARE
THEY OUT OF BANANA BREAD?!
IF THEY GOT RID OF S OINKING
AGE THEN NO ONE WOULD
EVEN BE IN THIS SITUATION.
EVERYONE WOULD BE HAPPY
JUSTSITTING AROUND AND
GETTING TO KNOW EACH OTH-
ER AND FORMING MEANING-
FUL FRIENDSHIPS. FTHE PIZZA
WAS TOO MUCH. HOLD ON A
SEC .... OKAY BETTER.! I MISSED
ITS ALWAYS SUNNY THAT'S A
GREAT SHOW PEOPLE SHOULD
WATCH IT. I WALKED AROUND
BTU NO ON E WAS DOIN ANY-
THING FUN SO I WALKED BACK
TO LARABEE BUGT NOTHING
WAS OING OIN THERE EITHER!
1M SO THIRSTY! THIS IS EX-
ACTLYWHY WE NEED PROHIBI-
TION TO PREVENT STUFF LIKE
THIS FROM HAPPENING SO EV-
ERYONES SUPER COOOL WITH
EVERYONE AND WED ALL BE
BEST FRIENDS WITH TOTL BA-
NANA BREAD THE END OKAY
LETS SLEEP! GO CAMPELMPY-
ICS LETS GO! I CANT BELIEVE
MY MOM SENT ME MOOKIES ITS
TERRIBLE OKAY GOODNIGHT
BYE EVERYONE LOVE YOU!
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W.K. MOTA '10
contributor
Let me acknowledge from the start
that the word "nigga" is heavily load-
ed, and there is valid reason to honor
and respect the opinion of color folks
that have been sincerely unable or un-
willing to differentiate between the
word's aboriginal and novel meaning.
These folks often hold that the ac-
ceptance, now normality, of the word
'nigga' in the urban lexicon is bitterly
shameful - they call for its eradica-
tion.
. Now,presupposing that the major-
tty of this collective is composed of
indignant elders and social activists
it's easy to understand their concern
regarding the "promiscuous" USe of
the word 'nigga'. For these individu-
als the word is uncomfOltably akin to
the word 'nigger'; this group is of the
opinion that contemporary usage of
the word only retrogresses the prog-
ress that this society has made to date
in matters of race. There is much va-
lidity here.
Yet with all due respect, I consider
myself a crusader for the use of this
word. I can't ignore that I've only
known it to affirm solidarity, that as
cliche as it may be, and as "ignorant"
as it may sound to some, in my lived
experience, the phrase "my nigga" is
an understood expression of endear-
ment. This, I believe, is poetic justice.
Poetic Justice, I believe to mean prog-
ress.
Furthermore, it is important to un-
My Nigga
derstand that within the urban context,
the habitual use of the word 'nigga' is
what Professor Roberts's et al (from
our very own Education Department)
terms, "Flipping the Script." In her
article, Roberts and colleagues point
out that for urban youth who fail to
fully understand the word's genesis,
"distinguishing between 'nigga' and
'nigger' [is an] at-
tempt to reapro-
priate the word as
part of a specifi-
cally youth based
response that fits
their contempo-
rary, urban milieu.
For them, the word
signifies a friend, a
familiar, someone
belonging to their
in-group." [Note;
Roberts makes no
endorsement of
the words use].
Nonetheless,
some will argue
against those of
us who are fully
capable of under-
standing the words
roots, and who
continue still to
use it, calling us ir-
responsible and ignorant.
It is my opinion, however, that
these disputants neither grasp nor ap-
preciate the fact that we adults, more
so than "youth" even, are taking a
negative term and laying upon it a
positive meaning. Don't be fooled, we
are vigilant of the term's archaic con-
notation, just as we understand that it
had real life consequences in the lives
of Black folk back then. My point is
that this is now. In short, I believe
that words have power, but I refuse
to swallow any argument that implies
that the etymology of the word 'nigga'
adequately suffices to make it reject-
able. In fact,
it is by disre-
garding the
word's anti-
quated mean-
mg that We
accept owner-
ship of what
the word will
mean today.
Moreover, we
are living m
a time when
many folks
deny the ex-
istence of rae-
Ism or who
ridiculously
deny the exis-
tence of race.
Interestingly,
I have come
to believe that
whenever a
Black person
says the phrase "my nigga," he is,
perhaps not consciously, manifest-
ing pride in his Blackness. Flip it,
and when a white person hears the
phrase, "my nigga," she is, on some
level, forced to face the fact that race
is real.
"I believe that words
have power, but I refuse
to swallow any argu-
ment that implies that
the etymology of the
word 'nigga' adequate-
ly suffices to make it re-
jectable. In fact, it is by
disregarding the words
antiquated meaning
that we accept own-
ership of what the
word will mean today."
But there is another reason why
I will not stop using the word nigga:
I think that modem concern about
its use can be traced back not to it's
historical repugnance, but to modem
society's desire for conformity, faux
harmony, and presumptive propriety.
Because it is remarkably uncus-
tomary for minority groups to have
a say in developing and sanctioning
"proper behavior," and whereas I
have been taught to see conflict as ef-
ficacious, and whereas ultimately we
are not all the same, I must admit that
were the sole point of the word 'nig-
ga' to tempt the standards of so-called
impropriety and conformity, I would
use it equally, if not excessively.
I conclude with a quote by Alex
Alonso, who laudably writes; "we
need to get to a point where our soci-
ety gets beyond whining about words
and starts dealing seriously with the
problems that exist in our commu-
nities. There are far too many other
issues we should be consumed with
rather than the speech of another per-
son."
Do you want more places to hang out on
campus? Well here's an opportunity to
! get involved and let your ideas be heard.,
rhere is a new commission here on campus
regarding social and academic spaces. We.
I want you to be on this commission withus, If you're interested or have questions,
please contact us at lnash l@conncoll.edu
or mrogers@conncoll.edu
II\:" ~- ~~t.j
Better Couches. ~
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continued from page seven
with food instead of alcohol. It would
be a relaxing place with a lot of seat-
ing that would provide a place to con-
gregate without the intensity of Cro.
The school does not want to open the
Health Center on weekends for fear of
it being used as a drunk tank at great
cost to the school. Leaving Harris open
until 2 AM Thursday-Saturday would
cost money, which our school is never
happy about-as evidenced by the de-
Drinking Policy
"At some point, the school
has to overcome its aversion
to spending and start provid-
ing services. This libertarian
stuff isn't working. If a lack
of activity on campus leads
to students getting drunk,
.give them something to do. "
cline of Philly cheesesteaks-but the
school has been looking into making
dining services more efficient, and it
seems that now is the time.
At some point, the school has to
overcome its aversion to spending and
start providing services. This libertar-
ian stuff isn't working. If a lack of
activity on campus leads to students
getting drunk, give them something to
do. Instead of trying to figure out new
ways to send a bunch of kids (under-
age, white, and generally unliked) into
a city they've resisted for decades,
why not send them to a place they go
everyday?
It's terrible that our school can't de-
velop the sort of symbiotic relation-
ship that both town and gown need
badly, but activities are an investment
that could ultimately work out very
well in the long run-especially when
it what is gained will be measured in
"image", not money.
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ANew
Perspective
For The
Challenges
Ahead
MATT FAIRMAN '09
columnist
The next president will face tre-
mendous challenges during the time
he Occupies the White House: chal-
lenges of coping with a long recession
(or possibly depression); diversify-
ing our consumption of energy (from
foreign to domestic sources and from
nonrenewable to renewable sources);
strengthening and rebuilcling our do-
mestic infrastructure; improving our
public education system and ensuring
wider, more equitable access to higher
education; and minimizing the deep-
seated economic inequality in this
country that allocates opportunity to
the rich and well-educated in suburbs
(which disproportionately consist of
whites) to a greater degree than to the
poor and less well-educated in inner
cities (which disproportionately con-
sist of minorities).
He will also face external obstacles
that equal and even surmount those
internal to the country. These chal-
lenges include restoring old alliances
"The next president will
also be confronted with
a political system beset
by gridlock and political
infighting. His challenge
will be to create unity
where there is often only
partisan difference. "
and rebuilding our image in the inter-
national system; mitigating the harm-
ful and destabilizing effects of global-
ization (for wealthy nations and poor
nations alike); advancing internation-
al efforts to protect the environment
and to reduce the emission of green-
house gases responsible for global
warming; preventing the proliferation
of nuclear weapons by securing Rus-
sian stockpiles and reducing our own;
addressing the inequalities and insta-
bilities that give rise to terrorism; and
alleviating deep economic inequality
among countries in the international
system.
The next president will also be con-
fronted with a political system beset
by gridlock' and political infighting.
His challenge will be to create unity
where there is often only partisan dif-
ference.
No president can solve this myriad
of challenges or entirely surmount
these obstacles, only take the first few
steps, but the candidate that will set
the country in the right direction is the
one who brings a fresh perspective
to the White House. Barack Obama,
whose youthful idealism almost de-
mands engagement and whose values
mirror those of our generation, will
bring that new perspective to the pres-
idency.
Regardless of which canclidate you
prefer, get out and vote on Election
Day. When you go, be sure to bring
with you, in addition to your license,
the stamped postcard that you will
soon receive in your campus mail-
box from the Office of Volunteer and
Community Service, as it provides
proof of your residency here at Con-
necticut College.
International Relations
The WarWe Can't Ignore
Should the United States become
involved inSomalia?
MIRIAM WASSER '09
columnist
Today, the United States has a rare
window of opportunity to encour-
age negotiations toward a cease-fire
in Somalia, but we must take action
immediately. On October 26th, one
of Somalia's insurgent groups agreed
to put down its arms in exchange for
a promise by the Transitional Fed-
eral Government (TFG) to include it
in the national military, and to set an
exit plan for Ethiopian troops. While
it is reported that internal fighting has
weakened this particular group, and
none of the other stronger insurgent
groups have offered to join the deal,
this is still a significant and symbolic
event. The failed state of Somalia has
been plagued by internal chaos and
anarchy since the early 1990s. And
after a failed UN humanitarian mis-
sion humiliated the United States in
1991, we have largely ignored Soma-
lia. That is, until 2006.
By 2006, while the TFG was oper-
ating out of Nairobi, a series ofIslarnic
Courts had sprung up throughout the
country, bringing the first modicum of
stability and regulation to the region
in decades. The Courts' strict adher-
ence to Islamic law prompted much
internatIOnal conaemnation, though
many Somalis were, for the first time
in years, expressing relief for the new
security, order, and accountability. To
the United States, it did not matter
that the capital city, Mogadishu, was
safer and more stable, as the adminis-
tration only saw the red flag of radical
Islam, taken to be a synonym for anti-
Americanism and terrorism.
Then, in December of2006, Ethio-
pia, which is Somalia's historic enemy,
suddenly invaded Somalia to oust the
Islamic Courts Union (ICU) and reaf-
firm the power of the TFG. The ICU
leaders fled south into Kenya, and it
appeared to be a quick and easy defeat
of the de facto authorities. Yet within
weeks, the country reverted to a state
of disarray, as an ICU Islamist-lead in-
surgency began fighting the Ethiopian
troops. A few weeks after tbe initial
foray into Somalia, it became clear
that the US had played a substantial
role in the conflict: We gave Ethiopia
(one of our allies in the War on Terror
in the Horn of Africa) a green light to
invade, and supplemented its attacks
with our own air strikes against the
fleeing ICU leaders. With increased
attention paid to the War on Terror in
the Horn of Africa, US interest in the
conflict has returned.
In the past two years since the
Ethiopian invasion, Somalia (particu-
larly the area around Mogadishu) has
"This first negotiation be-
tween an insurgent group
and the TFG is significant,
as it shows the willing-
ness of the TFG to solve
this crisis and end Ethio-
pian military control-
both of which the Somali
people desperately want.
Now is the time for the
United States and other
global-actors to show that
we want peace in Soma-
li~ and w put p~ssure
on other insurgent groups
and the TFG for further
negotiations. "
become the worst humanitarian crisis
in Africa--even worse than Darfur.
The country has seen a resurgence of
tribal and clan-based warfare, a multi-
faceted insurgency, regional destabili-
zation, an increase in offshore piracy,
and a seemingly futile future for the
Transitional Federal Government. Yet,
US official policy has been to contin-
ue to SUpp0l1the TFG and an African
Union peacekeeping mission (AMI-
SOM), with the goal of preventing
Somalia from becoming a safe-haven
for terrorists, as it was, the adminis-
tration says, under the ICU. Whether
the ICU would have become an inter-
national threat to the United States is
debatable, but what is certain is that
by fomenting the current instability
that is destroying Somalia, terrorism
is much more likely.
Even though the recent economic
crisis and upcoming elections are
consuming most of our attention, we
cannot forget Somalia. This first ne-
gotiation between an insurgent group
and the TFG is significant, as it shows
the willingness of the TFG to solve
this crisis and end Ethiopian military
control-both of which the Somali
people desperately want. Now is the
time for the United States and other
global actors to show that we want
peace in Somalia, and to put pres-
sure on other insurgent groups and
the TFG for further negotiations. In
addition to strong diplomatic actions,
greater focus must be placed on hu-
manitarian aid, and giving tactical or
financial support for peacekeepers. It
is crucial that attention be directed to
the needs of the Somalis as a whole,
not just to individual clans and tribal
leaders as in the 1990s, if the interna-
tional community hopes to gain any
legitimacy with the people. As we
have seen time and time again in Iraq,
Afghanistan, and elsewhere, terrorism
is much more likely when it can feed
off of unstable and devastated areas.
If the United States hopes to be taken
seriously in the future on our interna-
tional commitments to human rights,
democracy promotion, and fighting
terror, we must jump at this rare occa-
sion for diplomacy, before it all falls
apart again.
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Political Satire W Fails To
Inspire In Spite Of
Current Election Hype
ANDREW PALLADINO '09
staff writer
When I first saw the Oliver Stone
film Nixon several years ago, I
wondered what a film chronicling the
life and terms of the current president
would be like. Little did I know I
would be getting my answer so soon,
and from the same director no less.
But W is no Second Coming.
Hopping back-and-forth between
two timelines, the film starts off with a
meeting between President George W.
Bush (Josh Brolin) and his Cabinet as
they discuss whether or not military
action should be taken against Iraq.
Led by infamous brutal dictator
Saddam Hussein, Iraq has been
enemies of the US for a dozen years,
and with news that they now have
powerful weapons, things don't look
good. We're then transported back in
time to his college days, back when
he liked to drink, drive recklessly, and
chase women. As noted by his ashamed
father (James Cromwell), he's more
like a Kennedy, and indeed a far cry
from the man we were introduced to
when the film started.
From there we learn the events that
caused this transformation. We see
him meet some very influential figures
in his life: Laura Welch (Elizabeth
Banks), who he falls in love with and
marries; Karl Rove (Toby Jones),
who gets him into politics and helps
him become Governor of Texas; and
Reverend Earl Hudd (Stacy Keach),
the religious guru who helps him start
leading a better life. All the while, he is
at odds his with his father, who pretty
blatantly favors his other son Jeb
(Jason Ritter, who stays mostly off-
screen). And in the present, he heads
towards war with Iraq, which brings
us to, well ... where we are today.
The film is best when it focuses on
the father/son conflict. This is what
makes you forget what you know
about these people, for the moment,
even who they are. The need to get out
of someone else's shadow and make
a name for oneself is something that
everybody can relate to. Interestingly,
the casting reflects this theme. The
actor starring in the film is the son of
actor James, who is much more well-
known. After last year being in the
highly acclaimed films Grindhouse,
American Gangster, and especially
Oscar Best Picture winner No Country
for Old Men, and with a vital role
in the upcoming Milk, Josh is now
starting to come into the spotlight
and may overtake his father's level of
fame. Two more sons of more famous
actors are also in the film. In addition
to Ritter (son of John), Colin Hanks
(son of Tom) appears, playing the role
of head speechwriter.
Brolin shines in the lead. He plays
Bush for what he really is: not a saint
nor a demon, but a human being like
the rest of us. We can identify with
him, something that some audiences
may not have thought possible, but
he pulls it off. Unfortunately, with
a few exceptions, the supporting
cast is not very good. Banks, a.k.a.
the "do-it-yourself' girl from The
40 Year Old Virgin, has no presence
and fails to make Laura an engaging
personality. A better actress really
needed to be cast. Thandie Newton
is completely wasted as Condi Rice;
her number of lines can be counted
on one hand. Most ofthe Cabinet cast
- which includes Richard Dreyfuss,
Scott Glenn, Jeffrey Wright, and
Bruce McGill- suffers from a similar
problem. Though they may have a
few more lines than Newton, they are
still not used to their full potential.
Cromwell, however, is fantastic. Much
like Brolin, he presents his character
as being someone very different from
how the public sees him. Marley
Shelton, also from Grindhouse, shows
up early on as a former girlfriend, and
was great to see. Maybe she could've
played Laura.
The film becomes amess towards the
end, it seems like the makers had no
idea how to handle it. Here's a piece of
advice to anyone who wants to make a
movie about a current president: wait.
When their time as president is over
and all is said and done, it's then that
you have something to go on. This film
really should have been simply about
his pre-presidency years. It never
delves into his childhood at all. To
see how he interacted with his father'
then and handled the death of a sibling
would have made interesting material.
Another notable problem that shows
that the film was rushed out is with
make-up. Very few of the characters
seem to age over the decades this film
takes place. And when it is applied, it
is imperfect. For example, aged Bush's
hair looks more hlonde than gray.
So did W inspire me to go vote come
Election Day? Not at all. But it did
however make me want to re-watch
Nixon and see how a presidential
hiopic should be done: with patience
and care.
A New Kind Of Paranoia In
The Film Quarantine
BECCA SHUBERT '12
Directed by John Erick Dowdle and
hased on the horror film "[RECl" hy
Jaume Balaguer6, Luis A. Berdejo
and Paco Plaza, Quarantine infects
viewers with blood and paranoia.
The movie, which is filmed from the
point of view of a hand-held camera,
follows news reporter Angela (Jennifer
Carpenter) as she shadows the night
shift of a few local firefighters with
her very own cameraman, Scott (Steve
Harris). However, the scene quickly
changes from flirtations and laughs
in the firehouse to accelerating down
city streets to respond to an emergency
call from an apartment building.
Upon arriving at the apartment
building, the firefighters are faced
with an elderly woman (Espinoza),
who is salivating at the mouth. She
then brutally attacks a resident.
Soon, before even the policemen
and firefighters are aware what is
happening, federal officials seal off the
building and prevent all from leaving.
Frightened, most residents panic and
demand to know what is happening;
however, even the officials have no
idea what is going on. More people
are attacked by assailants who display
similar symptoms to Espinoza.
Finally, after much paranoia, a
federal official is allowed to enter in
a HAZMAT suit and explains that
a dog from the apartment building
had displayed similar symptoms the
day before and was sent to the vet.
This signaled the federal agencies to
staff writer
seal off the building. The agent
attempts to carry out tests on one of
the infected firemen, but the fireman
lashes out and attacks him. Predictably,
the infection proceeds to kill everyone
except Angela and Scott, who tben
venture into the basement to find a
tunnel to escape. Instead, the duo finds
many vials and experiments, and even
a mutated human being-like creature
that proceeds to attack and kill Scott.
However, Scott's camera lands on the
floor so that the viewers can still see
Angela as she crawls along in the dark
to reach the camera. Then with shrill
screams, Angela is dragged off into
the dark by the creature, and the film
abruptly ends.
While the film was frightening and
would raise any viewer's adrenaline,
it tricked the viewer into believing
there was a plot. It was thought that
the movie would end with Scott
getting out alive to share the video
and terrors with the general public;
however, everyone is killed, which
leaves the film seemingly plot-less.
However, if one is purely interested
in a movie to frighten and thrill them,
Quarantine is the one. It almost seems
that Quarantine tries to make a scary
version of a Cloveifield-like movie;
however the producers failed plot-
wise and Quarantine only comes as
a bloody, frightening, and plot-less
movie, though keeping any viewer on
the edge of their seat in terror.
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Women's Soccer
Successful Season Doesn't Show In Standings
EMILY WEBB '11
f
staff writer
The Connecticut College Women's
Soccer team may not have had the
most successful season based solely
off of their record (4-7-1), but there
are aspects of the team's performance
this season that were successes. The
team started strong coming out of try-
outs with a new group of freshmen to
support the sturdy returners. As the
season began the team showed much
promise and swept their first four
games. Unfortunately, as the season
began the women met some stiff com-
petition, who had also improved from
last season. The season continued in
that manner and tested the strength of
the team and its coaches.
It is never easy to have a season
where the scores of games do not
show the dedication and effort put
in by the team, but the women's soc-
cer team persevered and did not lose
faith. At many points the team's bond
was tried by losses, intense practic-
es, and frustration, but together they
jumped these hurdles. With each day
of perseverance the team learned
about themselves in a way that could
not be accomplished in a winning
season. When teams lose, they are
forced to take a look at their status
quo and question themselves and their
strengths and weakness both as in-
..
Kate/yn Driscoll makes a defensive play against Coast Guard Academy during their Fall Week-
end snatch,
((I . ht IS never easy to ave
a season where the scores
of games do not show the
dedication and effort put in
by the team, but the women's
soccer team persevered and
did not lose faith. JJ
minutes of the second half, Wesleyan
scored two goals. The CC Women's
Soccer Team did not let down. They
kept their heads up and were reward-
ed with fewer than fifteen minutes
remaining, when freshman forward,
Katelyn Driscoll scored off of a great
pass by Chelsea Johnson' II. The fi-
nal score of the game was 2-1 Wes-
leyan. The Camels did not make the
tournament.
This game also marked the final
time that Sarah Allen, Megan Rous-
seau, and Sophia Brand would step
onto the field for the Connecticut Col-
lege Women's Soccer Program. These
three seniors have been an integral
part of the team for four years and
will be deeply missed by the returners
next fall. Assistant Coach Erin Kwiat-
kowski, who has been with the team
for two years, is also departing at the
end of this academic year. Her passion
for the game and competitive spirit
will be a hard act to follow for whom-
ever takes the position next fall.
dividuals and as a team. Mid-season
Captain Sarah Allen '09 was moved
from defense to midfield to play on
ber strengths of fitness, work ethic
and ability to move the ball quickly.
Additionally, Captain Erin Davey ,10
was moved from outside midfield to
center midfield to fill the void in the
middle third of the field and to help
Volleyball
continued from page twelve
Matthieson and fellow seniors Caitlin
Tomaska and Jenna Tjossem are fa-
miliar with the demands of the play
offs and their experience will help the
team.
This veteran experience will be use-
ful for this young team. Their lead-
ing attacker, Amy Newman, who is
fifth in the NESCAC with 3.12 kills
per game, is only a freshman. Their
leading distributor, Marissa DeMais
is only a sophomore. DeMais, who
is third in the NESCAC with 9.76 as-
sists per game, gained valuable expe-
rience in last year's playoffs and may
even serve as a mentor to some of the
younger players.
The Camels will need to use all
of their experience against a field
of teams that are looking more for-
midable than ever. Atop the heap is
Tufts University. The Jumbos are an
impressive 25-2 on the year, and they
boast an undefeated record in confer-
ence play. When the two teams met
earlier this year, Tufts dominated the
Lady Camels, 25-19, 25-18, and 25-
~t" sweep the Blue and .te at-
home.
The Camels will also have to go
through formidable Amherst and Wes-
leyan teams who are 8-2 in NESCAC
play respectively. During the season,
the Camels were unable to defeat ei-
ther team.
Regardless of how they fare in this
year's playoffs, the Camels will be
looking to reload next season. They
will lose a large portion of their senior
leadership when Tjossem, Tomaska,
and Matthieson graduate. But, the
team is stacked with youth, and like
the senior classes before them, the ex-
perience they will accrue during their
playoff run will be invaluable.
the transition from defense to offense
and vice versa move more smoothly.
Although these changes helped the
team out, it was not enough.
In the final game of the season on
Friday October 31, the Camels came
out hard against Wesleyan and fought
a good fight. At halftime the game
was tied 0-0, but in the first twenty
Field Hockey
This picture from 2000, a year when the Field Hockey team wellf 8-8 and reached lire ECAe
quarterfinals, shows how far tire team has come, especially uniform-wise. After the heartbreak-
ing loss this week, the team would gladly done longer skirts for a playoff birth,
Explore one
of Europe's
best kept
secrets-
Stockholm
;
I
continued from page twelve
make going to the NESCAC tourna-
ment a tradition. We want the incom-
ing freshman to expect it, to feel as if
there's no other option than to make
the tournament. It starts now. tl
The match against Wesleyan, on a
surprisingly warm Halloween, was
heartbreaking. Despite pulling out a
thrilling 4-3 overtime win over Wes-
leyan, the Camels were forced to watch
the playoffs from the sidelines due to
the play of other NESCAC schools.
When Colby lost to Bates on Friday,
it put Bates, Colby, and the Camels in
a three-way tie for the seventh seed.
With a 2-0 head-to-head record over
the rival schools, Bates was able to
capture the seventh seed. And, with
a win over the Camels earlier in the
season, Colby was able to capture the
eighth seed leaving the Camels on the
outside looking in.
Despite their failure to capture a
playoff bid, the Camels look forward
to their next season in fall 2009. The
Camels pride themselves upon their
recent improvements and feel that
their record inadequately reflects the
success of their 2008 season. Due to
several unlucky breaks, the team lost
by only one goal to Colby and Bate
Colleges, and by only two goals to
Bowdoin and Amherst Colleges. Sar-
ah Napoli' 10 recently reflected upon
the vast strides that the Camels made
this season. She stated, "Our team was
pretty young this year. We had many
new faces on the field, and that takes a
lot of getting used to. We had players
come back from injurie , a transfer,
a goalie who had never even stepped
foot in a game before, and a bunch of
really talented freshman come into
the program. It's hard to grow accu -
tamed to different styles of play, but
I think that we did a pretty good job
with it. Next year will be even better.
Now that we have had an entire year
of playing together, we should really
be able to make things happen. Next
year, we'll be able to win those games
that we should have won this yea r."
The Camels will graduate four se-
niors; forward, Jenny Roe, midfielder,
Lynne Stillings, defender, Lucy Got-
ta, and first year goalie, Hannah Ew-
ing. While the seniors will be greatly
missed, the Camels will rely on the
depth of their bench to fill the on-field
gaps.
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Camel Cultnination
As regular season draws to an end, some teams prepare for the
playoffs while others prepare for long lay-offs
MEN'S SOCCER
Camels Can't Clinch
Loss to Wesleyan ends soccer season
MIKE FLINT '11 enough up in the standings to host a
first round match. With a Conn win
and losses from Colby (at 8th place
Bates), Bowdoin (vs. 9th place Tufts),
and Amherst (at 2nd place Trinity),
the Camels would have risen to 4th in
the league and hosted the #5 team on
the Temple Green on Sunday.
This tragic loss aside, it is important
to look back at this past season. Itwas
one of the best years the Camels have
had in recent memory, and the final
season for 38 year head coach Bill
Lessig.
Despite their loss on Friday, the
Camels finished with their highest
winning percentage since 1997, when
they ended the season at .617 and
reached the Men's Soccer ECAC Fi-
nals. Lessig will be leaving behind a
team that has not only been more suc-
cessful than any other Camel squad in
the past 10 years, but also a team that
is quickly on the rise with a talented
group of young men.
Although next season the Camels
will loose goals and points leader
Matt Hula'09 (5 and 12, respectively),
staff writer
The Connecticut College Men's
Soccer team concluded their regular
season on Friday with a loss against
in-state archrival Wesleyan Universi-
ty. Although the game had significant
playoff implications for the Camels,
the same could not be said for the Car-
dinals. Coming into Friday's game,
Wesleyan had limped to the finish line
with 1-3-1 record over their last five
games. On the season they were 4-7-
2 record, placing them at the bottom
of the NESCAC standings.
Coming off one of their best games
this year, a thrilling overtime tie
against reigning national champions
Middlebury, the Camels should have
easily handled last place Wesleyan.
Unfortunately, the Blue and White
were not able to defeat Wesleyan.
If the Camels had won, they not
only could have locked up a spot in
the NESCAC playoffs, but they also
had the opportunity to move high
sophomore and fellow striker Trevor
Prophet has shown great potential
with 4 goals and 2 assists this season.
In the midfield, the Camels will
suffer their greatest loss, as they will
wave goodbye to captains and co-cen-
tral midfielders David Kellog'09 and
Chris Meinke'09. However, outside
midfielders Oscar Brown' 12 and Isaac
Hancock' 12 are poised for future suc-
cess. Brown has come on strong as of
late, scoring both of his 2 goals this
season in the past 3 games.
In the back, Conn will loose cap-
tain Mike Dodge'09, but should be
able to fill his role nicely as multiple
underclassmen defenders have seen
playing time this season. And, in the
net, the Camels will also loose their
keeper, Ted Lane'09. However, Rick
Pierce'l1 has received a great deal
of playing time as Camel keeper this
past year; and looks ready to take over
the full-time starting job.
With one of the best seasons in
the past 10 years and a future looks
brighter than ever, it has been a great
year for the Camels.
Women's Volleyball
Women's Volleyball Ready For Postseason
Team will rely heavily on veteran experience
SPIKED PUNCH The Women s Volleyball team goes for the kill against Endicott
College last month, The Camels have been on the offensive this year, going 8-2
over their last ten games.
• ,
RYAN FITZPATRICK '12
staff writer
After another solid season, the Conn
Women's Volleyball team now pre-
pares to face heavy competition in the
NESCAC tournament. In his seventh
season with the team, Coach Joshua
Edmed lead the Camels to their fourth
consecutive tournament appearance.
With a 6-4 conference record (18-11
overall), the Lady Camels hope to
make some noise this weekend with
in the quarterfinals of the NESCAC
championships on Friday, November
7.
The Camels' calling card in the
playoffs will be strong senior leader-
ship. Two out of the last three years,
the Blue and White have been able to
advance past the quarterfinals of the
NESCAC playoffs. Captain Emma
SEE VOLLEYBALL
continued on page eleven
FIELD HOCKEY
Camel
Catastrophe
Field Hockey Team
misses playoffs
after entering into
virtual tie for the
seventh seed
ELLEN CAVANAUGH '10
staff writer
With their eyes on the NESCAC
Field Hockey Championships, the
Connecticut College Field Hockey
team left it all on the field, going 2-0
this week against Wesleyan and Gor-
don College. Ultimately, this was not
enough for the Lady Camels, howev-
er, as they were edged out of a playoff
spot by Bates and Colby College.
On Tuesday, October 28, the Con-
necticut College Camels took on non-
conference opponent, Gordon Col-
lege. The Camels struggled on both
the defensive and offensive end in the
first half of the game, entering the sec-
ond half with a 1-0 deficit.
After exchanging words of encour-
agement in a tightly packed huddle,
UWith a win, and a
little help from afellow
NESCAC school, they
could make their first
NESCAC tournament
bid in three years."
the Camels re-entered the field with
confidence, and a strong desire to
light up the scoreboard. Their of-
fensive drive yielded four goals in a
seventeen minute span. Abby Hine
'11 scored the Camel's first goal with
22:49 remaining, to tie the game. This
was her tenth goal of the season. Ju-
nior, Ellen Cavanaugh, scored next,
off of a penalty corner play, assisted
by a deceptive pass from Hine, allow-
ing the Camels to take the lead. Jen
Wallace '10 scored the third goal of
the game, and her first goal of the sea-
son followed by Kelsey Fredericks
'10, who added a goal of her own.
The Camels dominated the field for
the remainder of the game, keeping
the score at a safe 4-1.
Following this win, the Camels were
5-8 overall, and 1-7 in the NESCAC.
Their final game of the regular season
was Friday, October 31 against Wes-
leyan College. With a win, and a little
help from a fellow NESCAC school,
they could make their first NESCAC
tournament bid in three years. Sev-
eral Camel teammates agreed that this
was a very "do-able scenario." Junior
Jen Wallace said, "We're really excit-
ed about this opportnnity. We want to
SEE FIELD HOCKEY
continued on page eleven
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